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Preface

Tu mundo immerses the Introductory Spanish student in a culturally rich 

world full of opportunities to discover and explore the powerful connec-

tions between language and culture. Students dive into intensive commu-

nicative practice, building confidence in their ability to interact in 

meaningful ways in Spanish and with access to a wealth of tools to support 

and guide their progress. In addition, students are able to create their own 

sense of community through features such as online video chat, resulting 

in a unique personal experience that will evolve organically with each 

individual and spark their natural curiosity about their world.

What Are the Goals of the Tu mundo Program?
Our extensive and ongoing research in the Introductory Spanish course 

has led to the creation of the Tu mundo program, which is grounded by 

a strong emphasis on the five Cs: Communication, Culture, Connections, 

Comparisons, and Communities. As more and more courses move toward 

hybrid and online formats, Tu mundo delivers content in a variety of ways 

in order to ensure consistent performance.

• Embrace the language, not the rules: Tu mundo is designed to work well 

with a variety of communicative approaches. The goal is to provide an ideal 

environment where acquisition can take place. By jumping directly into com-

municative practice, students immerse themselves in the experience of ac-

tive learning. This involves preparing at home using a variety of print and dig-

ital learning tools and then coming to class ready to engage in conversation.

• Achieve consistent performance: Tu mundo off ers a dynamic adaptive 

learning system called LearnSmart that allows students to identify gram-

matical structures and vocabulary words they have not yet mastered and 

then off ers an individualized study program for mastering them. Students at 

all levels can benefi t from using LearnSmart, which includes built-in report-

ing and a competitive scoreboard. Additional tools in Connect Spanish such 

as the Voice Board and Blackboard Instant Messenger (BbIM), both powered 

by Wimba, ensure that students are getting ample practice time no matter 

where their classes take place.

• Create community and connections: Creating a sense of community in 

the face-to-face or virtual classroom is a huge part of language learning and 

something that Tu mundo does implicitly. Whether in a physical classroom 

or in Connect Spanish, students are provided with opportunities to engage 

in meaningful conversations and collaborative task-based activities. The 
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Components of Tu mundo

Whether you’re using the Tu mundo program in print form, in digital form 

through Connect Spanish, or a combination of both, a variety of additional 

components are available to support your needs and those of your stu-

dents. Many components are free to adopting institutions. Please contact 

your local McGraw-Hill representative for details on policies, prices, and 

availability.

• CONNECT™ SPANISH: Used in conjunction with Tu mundo, Connect Spanish 

provides a digital solution for schools with multiple course formats, whether 

they be 100% online, hybrid, or face-to-face programs. Some of the key 

features and capabilities of Connect Spanish include: 

 •  complete integration of textbook, workbook / laboratory manual (Cua-

derno), audio, and video material 

 •  additional practice with key vocabulary, grammar, and cultural material

 •  our new suite of collaboration tools, which allows students to engage in 

online communication: completing activities with fellow students, en-

gaging with the instructor for online offi  ce hours, or collaborating via the 

whiteboard, the Voice Board, and Blackboard Instant Messenger (BbIM) 

tools from Wimba

 •  interactive, task-based scenarios, known as Mundo interactivo, that ex-

plore a wide variety of topics based on behind-the-scenes interviews 

with the cast of the Amigos sin Fronteras video segments 

 •  LearnSmart™, a unique adaptive learning system that off ers individual-

ized study plans to suit individual students’ needs 

 •  fully integrated gradebook

 •  ability to customize a syllabus and assignments to fi t the needs of indi-

vidual programs

• CUADERNO DE ACTIVIDADES (Workbook / Laboratory Manual): Written 

entirely by the program authors, the Cuaderno de actividades to accompany 

Tu mundo links culture to the main text and to students’ lives. The Cuaderno 
addresses writing, listening comprehension, speaking, and reading practice: 

writing activities integrate and reinforce the content presented in the corre-

sponding chapter of the main text. Both the Escríbelo tú and the Conexión 

cultural sections are introduced in the Tu mundo main text and are fully 

explored in the Cuaderno, thus off ering exciting cultural content linked to 

the Spanish-speaking world. The Enlace auditivo section in each chapter 

features two extended listening segments that include dialogues, ads, and 

announcements.
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  The full audio program is available directly within Connect Spanish 

audio-based activities or as separate MP3s available online. An audio CD 

program is also available upon request.

• DVD PROGRAM: The DVD program contains two unique video segments 

per chapter: Amigos sin Fronteras (scripted situational story lines featuring 

the Tu mundo cast of characters) and Mi país (country-specifi c “virtual tours” 

in the format of video and photo essays delivered by each of the amigos). 

The videos are further explored in the Videoteca feature that appears in 

every chapter of the main text and in the Cuaderno.

• INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES Many instructor resources are available for use 

with Tu mundo, all within Connect Spanish throughout the life of the edition. 

Some of these resources include:

 •  ANNOTATED INSTRUCTOR’S EDITION: This key instructor resource pro-

vides extensive notes and annotations that off er bountiful pre-text activ-

ities, teaching hints, and suggestions for using and expanding materials, 

as well as references to the supplementary activities in the PowerPoint 

presentations, Instructor’s Manual, and the Instructor’s Resource Kit.

 •  Instructor’s Manual: Extensive introduction to teaching techniques, guide-

lines for instructors, suggestions for lesson planning, detailed chapter-

by-chapter suggestions, and more

 •  Instructor’s Resource Kit: Provides several ACTFL Oral Profi ciency Interview 

(OPI)-type situations and role-plays per chapter. Also contains simple 

short stories and legends in Spanish.

 •  PowerPoint Slides: Extensive lesson-planning tips and guidelines to use as 

you prepare for classroom instruction or for use in class as your students 

follow along

 •  Testing Program: A series of tests for every chapter that fully assess the 

vocabulary, grammar, and culture presented in the program

 •  Connect Spanish Instructor’s Guide: A helpful guide for adopters of Con-

nect Spanish, with many how-to tips and guidelines for administering an 

online component of your course

 •  Audioscript (full transcript to accompany the Cuaderno de actividades) 

and Videoscript (complete transcript of the Amigos sin Fronteras and 

Mi país video segments)
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